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ABSTRACT
Moore, David. Unsung Hero: A Stylistic Analysis of Blue Mitchell. Published Doctor of Arts
dissertation, University of Northern Colorado, 2022.
This study examined ten transcriptions of improvised solos by trumpeter Blue Mitchell.
Mitchell was a prominent performer in the hard bop style known for his tenure with the Horace
Silver Quintet. The transcriptions were selected from recordings produced between 1958 and
1977. These pieces include “Sir John,” “Peace,” “Strollin’,” “Why Do I Love You?,” “Chick’s
Tune,” “Gingerbread Boy,” “I Love You,” “Quiet Riot,” “Silver Blue,” and “OW!” The chosen
transcriptions were analyzed and compared for common melodic devices such as motivic
development, use of sequence, blues language, bebop language, and melodic quotes from other
songs, which are all common elements of jazz vocabulary. This study illustrates the elements that
Mitchell chose to use, and more importantly, how he chose to use them. The overall structure of
Mitchell’s solos was also examined. Mitchell was a very lyrical musician and his solos tended to
be symmetrical in construction.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
As jazz scholars and the listening public fondly reflect on the genre"s legendary figures
(the trumpeters Miles Davis, Chet Baker, Freddie Hubbard, and Lee Morgan come to mind), a
look at the hard bop era shows that Blue Mitchell is also a notable figure.
Often hailed a player of subtlety and lyricism, trumpeter Blue Mitchell"s style and
passion had a profound effect on virtually every other brass musician of his
generation. With a sound that might incorporate elements of R&B, blues, rock or
funk, Mitchell appeared on a staggering number of albums during his lifetime,
which included records by Cannonball Adderley, Horace Silver, Jimmy Smith,
Ray Charles, Joe Zawinul, Yusuf Lateef, Hank Mobley and a plethora of others.
However, it was on his own albums as bandleader that his star shone most
brightly.1
Blue Mitchell was a trumpeter known for his work in the hard-bop genre in the late 1950s and
1960s. #Hard bop” is defined as
… a mid-1950s resurgence of bebop. At times, its practitioners combined the
stylistic conventions of the parent style with elements drawn from blues, rhythm
and blues, and gospel performance. Its exponents included drummers Art Blakey
and Max Roach, pianist Horace Silver, trumpeters Clifford Brown and Lee
Morgan, and saxophonists Sonny Rollins and Jackie McLean.2
He was most notably remembered as a member of the Horace Silver Quintet, which was a
prominent hard bop group. Mitchell participated in several recordings for Silver"s band, a

1

N.A., notes to Blue Mitchell, The Complete Albums Collection 1958–1963,
Enlightenment Records EN4CD9121, 2017, CD.
2

Don Michael Randel, Hard bop, The Harvard Dictionary of Music (Cambridge
Massachusetts, The Belknap Press, 2003), 375.

2
number of which became hits. These albums include, but are not limited to, Silver"s Serenade,
Doin!"The Thing, Blowin!"The Blues Away, Horace-scope, and Song for My Father. Regarding
Silver"s importance to the hard-bop genre, Ted Gioia mentions that #Silver is often described as a
key exponent of this funk-inflected style, yet his major compositions reveal, in fact, a refreshing
diversity.”3
In addition to the Horace Silver Quintet, two other groups received wide recognition in the
hard-bop subgenre: The Jazz Messengers led by Art Blakey and the Cannonball Adderley
Quintet. It should be noted that Silver led the original lineup of the Jazz Messengers. Although
the personnel in these groups changed over time, certain combinations of musicians stood out
and became historically significant. Horace Silver featured a stand-out horn line which included
Mitchell, the tenor saxophonist Junior Cook, Gene Taylor on bass, and Louis Hayes on drums.
Silver stated in an interview that Cook and Mitchell set the tone for future incarnations of his
group.
That band was a very well-rounded band; they could play funky, hip, ballads,
blues, the Latin thing, all of it. Now I"ve had bands since then that could play
hipper, but they had something lacking when it came to that funky feel. The band
with Junior and Blue had a natural commerciality about it. It wasn"t contrived.
There was something about those cats that when they played funk or blues, they
really played it because it was from their hearts and souls. They weren"t doing it
just to please the audience. They enjoyed it and it came across that way. They
were very open, overt personalities, and they projected.4

3
4

Ted Gioia, The History of Jazz (New York: Oxford University Press, 2011), 288.

Michael Cuscuna, “Horace Silver’s Blue Note Swan Song,” Downbeat, November
1980, 18.
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Purpose of Study
The purpose of this study is to examine the stylistic and performance characteristics of
Blue Mitchell. To accomplish this goal, ten improvised solo transcriptions from the span of
Mitchell"s career were selected and analyzed. All available materials regarding his life and
performance style were collected and investigated. This study includes a biographical section
that focuses on the trumpeter"s career and lasting influence.
Blue Mitchell is widely recognized by jazz artists and trumpet pedagogues as a top-level
performer who has influenced countless jazz musicians. A few important artists who were
influenced by Mitchell include but are not limited to Bobby Shew, Greg Gisbert, and John
McNeil. Mitchell incorporated bebop and blues language in his solos, assimilating elements of
Miles Davis and Clifford Brown.
Mitchell had an impressive career, although it was cut short at the age of 49. He recorded
28 albums as a leader and 100 as a sideman in the studio; furthermore, he is the most recorded
trumpet player in an organ trio setting. Despite his accomplishments, Mitchell has often been
overshadowed by some of his more iconic peers. Mark Gardner elaborated:
For reasons unknown to this writer, trumpeter Blue Mitchell has yet to receive
acclaim and rewards commensurate with his talents and accomplishments. This is
a familiar story in jazz, lack of recognition, even indifference on the part of the
audience at large, despite a musician"s steady artistic development and growing
maturity. In Richard #Blue” Mitchell"s case he gets taken for granted which is a
polite way of saying #ignored” when voting time in the magazine polls comes
around each year. Blue is not a showy, spectacular trumpeter and that may explain
why he has been rather pushed into the background: a fate that has been shared to
an extent by Kenny Dorham.5

5

Mark Gardner, “Blue Mitchell on Blue Note,” Jazz Journal (1970), 221.
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There is a lack of literature that focuses on Blue Mitchell. Two dissertations include
information regarding the trumpeter. The first is an analysis by Eric Siereveld of a small
selection of Mitchell"s solos within the organ trio setting and seeks to compare his recordings
with other trumpet players who recorded within the same type of ensemble.6 The second
document, authored by Matthew Murdock, contains a brief biographical section on Mitchell"s
career and analyses of several solos; comparing Blue Mitchell with Lee Morgan, another notable
trumpet player from the hard-bop era. Murdock used transcriptions from both artists and tallied
common musical ideas rooted in blues and bebop between the two artists to explain the hard bop
improvisational language which he dubbed #The Sidewinder Syndrome.” Mitchell was selected
for the study due to his time with Horace Silver, which paralleled Morgan"s tenure with the Jazz
Messengers.7 There are several articles that can be found in periodicals such as Downbeat, Jazz
Journal International, and Jazz Educators Journal that discuss Mitchell"s playing and career,
although they tend to be narrow in scope.
Historical Need
A stylistic analysis of Blue Mitchell"s contributions fills a historical need as it provides
detailed information regarding the performance techniques of an influential trumpeter. Mitchell
produced a large discography over a relatively short span of time, yet he is overshadowed by his

6

Eric Siereveld, Eric Siereveld’s Organic Quintet: Thesis and Recording for the Jazz
Trumpeter, Citing Recordings Featuring Blue Mitchell, Woody Shaw, Ryan Kisor, and Jim
Rotondi (D.M.A. Diss., University of Wisconsin, 2017).
7

Matthew C. Murdock, Sidewinder Syndrome: Improvisational Vocabulary and
Construction of Richard $Blue!"Mitchell and Lee Morgan. (D.A. Dissertation, Ball State
University, 2007).

5
peers. Although many jazz musicians have been influenced by Blue Mitchell"s playing, he was
eclipsed by other prominent trumpet players, such as Miles Davis and Freddie Hubbard. Still, as
Jimmy Heath stated,
He was underrated, for lack of a better term; but that"s the way it goes. The media
picks a person to single out, and stays with that one at the expense of focusing on
others. But Blue had talent.8
This study provides insight into the playing characteristics of a prominent trumpet player
with the Horace Silver Quintet, which was arguably one of the most important bands of the hard
bop era. Additionally, this document is the first to focus solely on Blue Mitchell"s career and
performance style, thus proving useful to future scholars when studying this great artist.
Review of Related Literature and Media
Literature and media that pertain to Blue Mitchell can be categorized as follows:
•

Academic documents including dissertations, doctorate, and master’s theses

•

Music publications

•

Recordings

Two dissertations have been published pertaining to Blue Mitchell. The following is a brief
description of each:
•

Matthew Murdock’s Sidewinder Syndrome: Improvisational Vocabulary and
Construction of Richard “Blue” Mitchell and Lee Morgan includes a brief
biographical section as well as several solo transcriptions which analyze Mitchell’s
playing. Morgan receives similar treatment, and the analyses are compared to study

8

Bob Blumenthal, notes to Blue Mitchell, “The Complete Blue Note Blue Mitchell
Sessions (1963 – 67), Mosaic Records MD4-178, 1, 1998, CD.

6
the hard-bop trumpet sound. The document does not focus on Mitchell’s performance
practice but instead seeks to find common melodic and theoretical material used in
hard-bop improvisational vocabulary. Mitchell was chosen for this project due to his
tenure with Horace Silver, and Morgan for his tenure with the Jazz Messengers.9
•

Eric Siereveld’s Organic Quintet: Thesis and Recording for the Jazz Trumpeter,
Citing Recordings Featuring Blue Mitchell, Woody Shaw, Ryan Kisor, and Jim
Rotondi discusses jazz trumpet players that performed with groups that featured the
organ. Siereveld transcribed a small selection of Mitchell’s solos, although his
document focuses on trumpet performance practice in this genre by comparing
Mitchell’s playing with the other aforementioned performers.10

Additional information regarding Mitchell"s career can be found in various music periodicals
including but not limited to Downbeat, Jazz Times, Billboard, and International Trumpet Guild.
Blue Mitchell is credited in 231 studio and live recordings over the course of his career as
both a leader and side musician. This information is readily available in the Tom Lord Jazz
Discography. 11 The liner notes from Mitchell"s recordings contain valuable information
regarding historical context and the performer"s intent, both of which are vital for this document.

9

Murdock, Sidewinder Syndrome.

10
11

Siereveld, Eric Siereveld’s Organic Quintet.

“Blue Mitchell,” https://lordiscocom.unco.idm.oclc.org/tjd/MusicianDetail?mid=2493
(n.d.), accessed 22 March 2021.
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Methodology
This document includes an overview of Blue Mitchell"s life and primarily focuses on
analyses of ten transcribed solos selected from varying points of Mitchell"s career. This
document includes an overview of Mitchell"s career that discusses his development and the
musical and social influences that impacted his style. The included biographical material consists
of information contained in dissertations, liner notes, textbooks, phone interviews, and music
encyclopedias. The transcriptions were produced by the author using the music notation writing
software Sibelius.
Mitchell"s melodicism separates him from his peers. He stated that his four biggest
influences were Kenny Dorham, Fats Navarro, Miles Davis and Clifford Brown, and it is
obvious that his playing is strongly rooted in the bebop and blues tradition:
When I first started to learn jazz, Dizzy Gillespie was an influence on me; but
Dizzy played in the high register of the trumpet which was difficult for me to
copy, therefore, he was cast aside. From there I listened to Fats, Miles, Kenny,
and Clifford.12
The goal of the analyses is not necessarily to determine what vocabulary Mitchell uses, but
instead to examine how he uses this vocabulary. Appendix A contains a list of chord
nomenclature which can aid the reader in an understanding of some of the harmonic concepts
discussed. Each analysis identifies melodic ideas, bebop vocabulary, sequences, blues material,
and the use of quotes to determine how these elements affect the structure of each chorus and the
overall construction of the solo.

12

Charles Miller, “The Life and Jazz Style of Blue Mitchell,” in African American Jazz
and Rap: Social and Philosophical Examinations of Black Expressive Behavior (Mcfarland,
2001), 64.

8
Mitchell makes use of space to break up each musical phrase. This break in content as
well as his structured use of lyrical ideas and bebop language allows the listener to digest what
has been played. Furthermore, the use of #singable” melodies throughout his solos allows the
audience to latch on to recognizable ideas.
The recordings that were chosen for this document provide examples as to how Mitchell
used melody and repetition to shape his solos, and the transcriptions span the breadth of his
career to demonstrate how his improvisational approach may have evolved. It is through the
overarching structure of his solos that Mitchell"s improvisatory approach can be studied. The ten
improvised solo transcriptions consist of:
•

“Sir John” – Blue Mitchell Quintet, Big 6, 1958.

•

“Peace” – The Horace Silver Quintet, Blowin’ the Blues Away, 1959.

•

“Strollin’” – The Horace Silver Quintet, Horace-scope, 1960.

•

“Why Do I Love You?” – Blue Mitchell Quintet, The Cup Bearers, 1963.

•

“Chick’s Tune” – Blue Mitchell Quintet, The Thing To Do, 1964.

•

“Gingerbread Boy” – Blue Mitchell Quintet, Bring It Home To Me, 1966.

•

“I Love You” – Blue Mitchell Nonet, Vital Blue, 1971.

•

“Quiet Riot” – Louis Bellson, The Louis Bellson Explosion, 1975.

•

“Silver Blue” – Al Cohn/Dexter Gordon, Silver Blue, 1976.

•

“OW!” – Blue Mitchell Quintet, Stablemates, 1977.!

9

CHAPTER II
CAREER OVERVIEW
Childhood and early career - 1958
Richard Allen “Blue” Mitchell was born March 13, 1930, in Miami, Florida. Mitchell
began his trumpet studies in high school at the age of seventeen, which made him a relative
latecomer to the instrument.
Despite his mother having high hopes of him becoming a musician, he did not get
hooked as early as most of his contemporaries, only picking up the trumpet at the
age of 17 in order to allow him entry into his high school band; it was also around
this time that he acquired his nickname, “Blue”.13
Although he was influenced by trumpeters such as Fats Navarro and Clifford Brown, at an early
age he had two primary influences.
This was at the dawn for the bebop era, and Mitchell cited his two main
influences as Dizzy Gillespie notably on his 1945 recording of “Shaw Nuff” and
Dick Smothers, a fellow Floridian who inspired the young trumpeter’s lyricism
and melodic phrasing.14
After he graduated from high school, Mitchell would spend a good deal of his early professional
career performing in R&B bands with various groups led by Chuck Willis, Paul Williams, and
Earl Bostic.

13

N.A., The Complete Albums Collection 1958–1963, 1.

14

Ibid.
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This was a very important time in Mitchell’s life, and it was through these R&B groups that
Mitchell made the acquaintance of numerous performers that would go on to be considered jazz
legends.
During his time with Earl Bostic he performed with artists such as Stanley Turrentine,
Benny Golson, and John Coltrane.15
While playing in these groups, he met bassist Sam Jones and saxophonist Benny
Golson, both of whom he would later record with. While playing with a band in
Tallahassee, he was noticed by Cannonball Adderley, who was instrumental in
Mitchell signing to Riverside Records in 1958, and the young protégé would
subsequently appear on Adderley"s Portrait Of Cannonball (Riverside, 1958).16
Mitchell formed a professional relationship with the bassist Sam Jones in Miami, and it
was through his recommendation that he joined up with the R&B group the Paul Williams
Orchestra in Detroit, which he stayed with for a year.17 While on tour with Paul Williams,
Mitchell found his way to New York City where he made important associations. In 1951, after
his arrival in New York, Mitchell met fellow musicians Lou Donaldson, Horace Silver, and Art
Blakey who were taken with his performance ability.18
While touring with the Williams band, Blue ended up in New York. While in this
wild and daring city, Blue met Horace Silver, Lou Donaldson, Art Blakey, and
Percy Heath. In November of 1952, Mitchell, along with his new musician
friends, recorded his first session ever. The album was titled Lou Donaldson
Quartet/Quintet/Sextet (Blue Note BLP 1537).19

15

Miller, “The Life and Jazz Style of Blue Mitchell,” 66.

16

Ibid., 66.

17

Miller, “The Life and Jazz Style of Blue Mitchell,” 65.

18

N.A., notes to Lou Donaldson, Lou Donaldson Quartet/Quintet/Sextet, Blue Note BLP
1537, 1995, CD.
19

Miller, “The Life and Jazz Style of Blue Mitchell,” 65.
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After working with Donaldson, Mitchell remained in New York City and made a living as a
freelance musician before he eventually joined Earl Bostic"s rhythm and blues band.
In the book African American Jazz and Rap: Social and Philosophical Examinations of
Black Expressive Behavior, Charles Miller states,#!Intrigued by the high caliber of musicians and
overwhelmed by the opportunity to record in a professional studio, Blue remained in New
York.”20 It should be noted that Mitchell was in his late twenties and had only been playing the
trumpet for five years when he recorded with Lou Donaldson.
1958 - 1963
During his time freelancing in Miami, he was noticed by Julian #Cannonball” Adderley.
Through Adderley"s recommendation, Mitchell was offered a two-year recording contract with
the producer Orrin Keepnews and Riverside Records.21 In 1958 Mitchell recorded his first
project as a leader on the album Big 6: Blue Mitchell with Johnny Griffin/Curtis Fuller/Wynton
Kelly22 and was also a sideman on the album Portrait of Cannonball.23 Later that year he joined
the prominent hard-bop group, the Horace Silver Quintet, replacing trumpeter Donald Byrd.
Along with saxophonist Junior Cook, the pair established one of the leading horn lines of the
hard-bop era. The pairing of Blue Mitchell and tenor saxophonist Junior Cook became a
common occurrence in the late 1950s and 1960s.

20

Ibid., 66.

21

Ibid., 67.

22

Blue Mitchell, Big 6, 1958, Riverside OJCCD-615-2, 1991, CD.

23

Julian Adderley, Portrait of Cannonball, Riverside OJCCD-361-2, 1989, CD.

12
Led by Silver, the group was made up of rising stars in jazz. Silver described this
iteration of his band as a close-knit group of people that developed strong musical ties.24 Charles
Miller stated, #This closeness and togetherness led Silver to compose his music with those
musicians in mind. A similar concept was once demonstrated by the $Master Painter,!"Duke
Ellington.”25 Louis Hayes shared fond memories of Mitchell and Silver when asked about his
time performing with them.
It was magnificent, we had a rapport together musically… and as friends. So, and
we were all young, and Horace was writing the magnificent music that he was. He
was a special pianist and it was his group and writing his magnificent music. And
our interpretation of Horace"s music. We fit together and it was a lovely time…
for everyone in the group. And Blue, his feeling and his trumpet playing was one
of the greatest to me and always will be.26
A major turning point in Mitchell"s career was joining Horace Silver"s group, as Leonard
Feather mentioned,
An early friend of Cannonball and Nat Adderley, he worked out of Tallahassee
with various bands before moving to Detroit, and then, briefly in 1952, to New
York. After a long stint with Earl Bostic"s band (1952-5) he remained in
comparative obscurity and spent much of his time back home, until an invitation
to join Horace Silver"s Quintet late in 1958 put him in the forefront of modern
jazz for the first time.27
Mitchell recorded seven albums as a sideman with the Horace Silver Quintet. His time with
Silver helped to develop him further as a performer, introducing Mitchell to unfamiliar song
forms and harmonic progressions. Mitchell discusses this in an interview with Harvey Siders.

24

Miller, “The Life and Jazz Style of Blue Mitchell,” 68.

25

Ibid, 68.

26

Louis Hayes, personal interview (June 2021).

27

Leonard Feather, notes to The Mitchells Red, Whitey and Blue with Guest Artist,
Andre Previn, Get Those Elephants Out’a Here, Metro Jazz E1012, 1959, LP.
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The seven years I spent with Horace (1958-65) did more to shape my musical
thinking than anything else in my career… The learning process was really
intense. His book was made up of originals and many of his tunes did not fall into
the usual 8,16 or 32-bar phrases. As soon as he realized I was having difficulty, he
took me under his wing and had me drop by his house for some personal
rehearsals. And I wasn"t the only one he did that with either. We"d go over certain
sections of tunes like #Out-law” or #No Smoking,” and he"d play two or three bars
that were giving me a hard time over and over $til I had to ask him to stop. He was
extremely intense.28
Mitchell continued with Horace Silver until 1964 when the group was reorganized.
Mitchell primarily improvised by ear, a common practice for jazz musicians. This author
feels that Mitchell"s lyricism can be attributed to the fact that his ears were so highly developed.
He focused on playing melodies, which was his foundation as a performer, and later develop a
better understanding of harmony during his time with Silver"s quintet. Mitchell commented on
his musical development during his tenure with Silver:
I wasn"t sure I could play something that was altogether different from what I"d
been doing… I wasn"t sure I could make the parts. I mean I could play a little bit,
but this was new… I found it was very different from what I had been doing,
which was playing naturally without any knowledge of harmonics and chord
structure.29
While Mitchell was in Silver"s band, he began working with organists and recorded with
Jimmy Smith, John Patton, and Charles Kynard. Mitchell was recorded on twenty-seven projects
as a sideman with an organ trio and in fact, Mitchell is the most-recorded trumpeter in a jazz
organ setting. As Eric Siereveld observed,
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Whatever case may be made for the overall style in which Mitchell played, it is
clear that he was the top session trumpeter when it came to organ jazz. He is the
most prolifically recorded trumpet player in the history of organ jazz.30
1964 - 1970
During his time with Silver"s group, Mitchell led his own band with several members
who also belonged to the Horace Silver Quintet. Personnel often would include Junior Cook,
Gene Taylor, and Roy Brooks. In 1963 Mitchell began leading sessions for Blue Note Records.31
Mitchell"s Blue Note Group was similar in personnel to some of the lineups from his Riverside
projects. He rotated through several piano players before deciding on a young Chick Corea.
Drummer Al Foster was also added to the group, replacing Roy Brooks.32 This incarnation of the
Blue Mitchell Quintet released The Thing To Do33 in 1964 and Down With It!34 in 1965 for the
Blue Note label. Step Lightly!, recorded in 1963 as his first session on this label, was not
officially released until 198. The personnel was comprised of Leo Wright, Joe Henderson,
Herbie Hancock, Gene Taylor, and Roy Brooks.
Mitchell continued to perform as a sideman on other recording projects. He joined fellow
sideman Jackie McLean, whom he had worked with in the past, on the album Hi Voltage, led by
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tenor saxophonist, Hank Mobley. Mobley recalled, #This was the first time Blue and I had
recorded together … I always dug his work, and it was no surprise to either of us that we got
along just fine on this date.”35
In late 1966 and early 1967 Mitchell transitioned from his quintet projects to larger
ensembles such as an octet on the album Boss Horn36 and nonet on Heads Up!37. As Ron Nichols
explained, Heads Up! #!saw Blue operating within the framework of a big band sound.”38
Mitchell completed the 1960s by joining the Ray Charles Orchestra in 1969 and relocated to Los
Angeles in 1970, where he lived for the remainder of his career.
1971 - 1979
Blue Mitchell spent the early part of the 1970s performing with more commercially
successful groups. After joining the Ray Charles Orchestra in 1969, Mitchell spent two years
with the band, during which time he recorded My Kind of Jazz in 1970.39 Charles fired Mitchell
from the band due to a monetary dispute.40 In 1971 he joined up with blues artist John Mayall,
who was known for his time with a young Eric Clapton in the Blues Breakers. While in Mayall"s
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band, Mitchell was featured on multiple recordings including Jazz Blues Fusion41 and Ten Years
Are Gone.42 At this point in his career, Mitchell had officially moved to Los Angeles. L.A. had a
thriving music scene with a number of rehearsal bands, night clubs, and studio projects stemming
from the movie and television industry. In an interview Ted Nash spoke about his experience in
the L.A. music scene at this time.
There were a lot of rehearsal bands that met weekly at the union, lots of big
bands. Joe Roccisano, Curt Berg, Tommy Vig, and bigger names like Don Ellis,
Toshiko Akiyoshi. The studios were hopping; so many TV shows at the time still
used live orchestras. I used to go with my Dad and hang out while they recorded
music for Mod Squad, Cannon, Partridge Family, Mary Hartman, etc. There was a
club called Donte"s where so many great jazz groups played. A lot of studio
musicians also played there, a way to blow off some creative steam after being in
the studio all day playing commercial music. I saw a range of music there: Cedar
Walton, Supersax, Arthur Blythe, etc. I also started playing there about everyother month starting when I was 16 or 17. It was the hang - lots of people hung
out there regularly, like Al Jarreau. He was always at the bar. It was a very social
scene.43
Mitchell was recording as a leader for the New York based Mainstream label and freelanced in
the Los Angeles area and could be found with local groups, and with big bands led by Roger
Neumann and Alf Clausen.
Two names I know he played with were Alf Clausen and Roger Neumann. Roger
Neumann was a tenor saxophonist and a big band composer, and Alf was a bass
player, a graduate of Berklee I think, and he was the original writer for the
Simpsons. On Saturday afternoons at his church in Hollywood, there was always
a rehearsal. Those two guys were quite opposite, but they both … I think Alf just
conducted his things, but … Roger played and conducted his. And I think that we
played a few jobs, but I remember that Blue was almost always there.44
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Most likely due to his time with Mayall and the pressure that had been placed on jazz
musicians by rock n!"roll, Mitchell began incorporating elements of funk and rock into his music.
This fusion of styles can be heard on the Blue Mitchell album #African Violet”45. This was a
common practice at this time; The success of rock n!"roll led many jazz musicians to incorporate
elements and instrumentation of rock n!"roll and those of more commercially successful genres in
their music.
In the mid-1970s Mitchell began working with the drummer Louis Bellson and was
featured on multiple recordings with the band, sharing the stage with a who"s who of Los
Angeles-based jazz musicians. A great example of this can be found on the big band album, The
Louis Bellson Explosion; Mitchell is in the trumpet section with an impressive lineup that
includes Snooky Young, Cat Anderson, and Bobby Shew.46 Ted Nash spoke about his time on
Bellson"s band as well as his experience hearing and performing with Mitchell.
Playing with Louis was amazing. Just his connection to Duke, and the great music
of the past. He was a great cat, always smiling and optimistic, and supportive of
young cats. When I played with the band in Los Angeles, not only was Blue in the
band, but Cat Anderson, Snookie Young, Britt Woodman, Pete Christlieb, Don
Menza. I was a kid, and quite green. When we did the week at Carnation Gardens
at Disneyland, I remember how when we would open up a tune and
let Blue stretch, everyone would put their horn down and sit back and say, Ahh.
One time, while Blue was soloing, lead alto player Dick Spencer leaned over to
me and said, #that"s for real - the real thing. You can hear that New York thing”…
I did a few gigs with Louis!"quintet, with Blue on trumpet. We did a week
at Blues Alley in DC. I was 18… Blue was amazing. Consistently creative and
always swinging. We played his song Melody for Thelma very night. During this
week Blue stayed with relatives in Virginia, while the rest of us stayed in DC at
the hotel. The last night, Blue needed to crash somewhere to make the early flight
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and I offered my room. I had two queen beds. So, after the last night, a Sunday I
believe, Blue and I went back to my hotel room and we stayed up all night
talking. I learned a lot about a lot of things - how he had been in jail for a while
because of drugs and even formed a band in there. I guess there were a lot of
musicians suffering the same fate. I was shocked to hear of his death a year later.
Way too young. He had so much to still create on that horn of his.47
Bobby Shew and Mitchell became close friends, and the two of them can be found together on
several recording dates. Shew recalled,
In 1972, my wife and I moved from Las Vegas to Los Angeles, September "72. I
just needed to get out of Vegas you know; God, I couldn"t stand being around in
the same city with Wayne Newton, that"s enough already, but, you know, I got
immediately on Louis Bellson"s band $cause I"d known Louis for years and, so one
time … they called a rehearsal during the day, and the manager Nick Lamayo said
#well we"ve got another trumpet player coming on the band” and I … thought
okay, I didn"t have any idea who it was, but we went to the rehearsal and in walks
Blue Mitchell, and I went oh my God, ya know? And so, I stood next to him for
about … well, about, seven or eight years that he was on that band before he
passed away. But, we became notoriously close. We were dangerous together ya
know?48
Shew went on to describe his friendship with Mitchell in more detail:
Blue and I just hung out together constantly, we were like Frick and Frack ya
know? … One of the things that we used to do is … we"d pick a tune. We"d be
sitting backstage somewhere or whatever and warming up, waiting to go out and
do a concert, and Blue would pick a tune like #Stella by Starlight” or something;
#Stella Bb, alright?” “Okay man.” And so, he"d start the melody and I"d start
playing the bass line, and he"d play 3 choruses or something and he"d point the
trumpet and he"d pick up the bass line and then I"d blow on it. We"d trade eights
and stuff like that, just the two of us! No rhythm section, just the two of us and we
would draw a crowd. I mean the whole band would be standing around going
Jesus, can you believe this? The two of us we were so close and we played, I
couldn"t play anywhere near as well as he could play, but I would try to do the
same lyrical approach as he did.49
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Around this time, Mitchell began working with Harold Land, and the two of them co-led a
straight-ahead group. At the end of his career and life, Mitchell released a series of recordings as
a leader through the Impulse! label. Shew recounts the time that Mitchell fell ill unexpectedly.
I was there, I was hanging with him the first night. We were in Holland. He was
there with his group with Harold Land and I was there with Toshiko"s band. We
were all in a festival working round. After the festival closer to Amsterdam, we
all got in busses and drove down to this other city. Blue came up to my hotel
room and were hanging… and all of a sudden, he got a sharp pain in his chest and
he had to go to the window and open the window. And I was thought what? He
had been smoking these cigarettes, really strong and not good, but that was his
first attack of cancer. That"s where it started, right there in my hotel room in
Holland. He started coughing bad and he says oh god I got to go to my room and
lay down… So, he did and I didn"t see him for a while after that because we went
in different directions. The next thing I knew he was playing with a singer in LA
in a club down by Santa Monica and he got an attack on the stage while he was
playing and he ended up on the floor. And That was the last thing he ever played.
The singers name was Laurez Alexandria… and he had a physical attack of pain
on the band stand. They got him home and he laid around for a few days thinking
it was just the cigarettes. He didn"t know he had cancer. But finally, after several
days of agonizing pain, he got in to see a doctor. They did tests and they found
cancer in his chest and in his lungs. He started on chemo and radiation because I
saw him at the Union one day and his hair had all fallen out, and I didn"t hardly
recognize him. You know, I was walking by my car and I hear #Hey B!, Hey B!” I
turned around and it was Blue and I couldn"t even recognize him at first. So, we
talked and I said oh my god man… I saw him one more time about two days
before he died and he just looked awful. Right after he died, I got on a plane and I
had to fly to New Zealand for a jazz festival… I got there early and I sat at the
piano and I was in tears thinking about Blue… and the tune Blue came right out
of me, I didn"t even have to compose it.50
Mitchell unfortunately had a relatively short career and life, dying of cancer at the age of fortynine in Los Angeles, California, on May 21, 1979. He was survived by two brothers and his wife
Thelma.51
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Mitchell"s playing style was influential to those around him and to younger generations.
Each trumpet player who followed Mitchell in Silver"s group felt the influence of his artistry.
Musicians such as Tom Harrel, Woody Shaw, Brian Lynch, and others would go on to play
Mitchell"s book in the band. Bobby Shew replaced Tom Harrel in the group and commented on
Mitchell"s approach to improvisation and how that influenced him. Shew made the point that
Improvisers are often more concerned with theory rather than creating melodies.
That"s not where Blue was. I learned so much from standing next to him about
just being; like the minimalist kind of approach in some ways. It always brings
me back to an interview I have on cassette with Coleman Hawkins and he said, I
spent my whole life trying to figure out what not to play.52
Brian Lynch, who has an impressive discography himself, performed in a later version of
Silver"s band and for a time played on a regular basis with Junior Cook. In a phone interview, he
commented on what he believes was Mitchell"s greatest contribution and how far that influence
reaches.
Being conscious of Horace"s music, you know, made me very conscious of Blue
and his playing. Part of what is in the DNA of that band is his sound. And I think
that you can hear that in a lot of different ways. In a lot of different players that
played in this band, whether it"s me or Tom Harrel … I mean, I think that Blue is
somebody, well I think he has influenced a lot of people"s sounds. Certainly, I
think I hear it in Roy Hargrove, and another younger trumpet player that I like a
lot, Russell Gunn, I think has been influenced by Blue. I mean, I think the list
goes on and on, right?53
When asked about Mitchell"s potential influence on him as a performer, Randy Brecker
responded with.
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Sure he was an influence, and did enter 'into' the way I played the tunes in
Horace's band since I was a fan, although Horace called me a 'stylist' so I guess
that meant he thought I had my own way of doing things too, but Blue was in
there… his melodic approach and his pretty sound were always in my playing
from listening and playing along with Blue's and Horace's recordings... Blue's
early Blue Note records were just the best: "Down With It!" and "The Thing to
Do" I still listen to them all the time- so full of that undefinable quality he had in
his playing... and I still play along with them too, maybe some of those emotions
and nuances on the records can rub off into me... I was lucky to hear that band
live with my friends in Indy at a tiny club when I was at Indiana U... fantastic...!
Chick at the piano! Blue and Junior Cook… Wow....We were just enthralled.54
James Zollar also credits Mitchell as having a major influence on his development.
Blue Mitchell was a huge influence on me. I first heard Blue in 1970 on record,
it's a Jimmy Smith studio recording on Blue Note, my trumpet teacher Tom
Macarty turned me on to it. I have the CD at home. The recordings after that were
those Bob Shad Mainstream recordings “Blues Blues” and #Last Tango in Paris”.
After that, my teacher suggested I check out those John Mayall recordings.
Blue Mitchell trumpet solos were some of the first solos I saw on paper that my
teacher transcribed. I would describe Blue Mitchell's playing as very lyrical, and
very easy to hear his lines. I feel a lot of his playing wasn't complicated but at the
same time right down the pipe as very straight ahead like Freddie Hubbard. I
saw Blue Mitchell 3 times live when I lived in San Diego. He had a big sound
live, he was right in front of me when I saw him play at South Western College in
San Diego near Chula Vista. I was able to have a quick chat with him, he was
extremely approachable, I had noticed he was doing a lot of Dizzy Gillespie
fingering tricks, which I asked him about. All he said was I depend on those guys
for inspiration, this was around 1976. Also, the interesting thing about Blue that I
remember was his fingers went over the valves rather than his fingertips on top of
the valve caps. I also remember seeing him with Supper Sax around that same
time Subbing for Conte Condoli. I feel Blue Mitchell was a very influential player
on trumpet players but overlooked in the public eye. I think Blue was a big
influence on Randy Brecker and I also heard from other sources that Blue was one
of Horace Silver"s favorite trumpet players.55
Greg Gisbert, who also played with Silver for a brief stint, mentioned that one of the most
inspiring aspects about Blue Mitchell that he was made aware of while working with Silver is
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that Mitchell was so sincere about his music and sound. Unlike other players, who may have
been more concerned about the show, ego, or something besides the performance, Mitchell was
true to the intent of the music; he played with a beautiful sound, constructed melodies, and only
played what served the music. Gisbert described what he felt is Mitchell"s lasting influence:
Ever since I heard about Blue Mitchell, I would talk with the other trumpet
players about him, and he wasn"t the most famous, but what an influence he had,
and what an example of warmth and playing. He was a happy, warm, joyous,
loving player. That you could hear it in his sound, you can hear it in the tunes he
writes. Deep passion … and so melodic, just so beautiful.56
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CHAPTER III
SOUND AND TIME FEEL
Tone quality is such an essential aspect of performance, yet it can be a challenge to
discuss given the abstract and personal nature of sound. Tone is often referred to in terms of
bright, sometimes brilliant, or dark timbre, but even this is subjective and you would be hard
pressed to find two trumpet players that can agree on a unified definition. One sound may be
bright to one listener while shrill to another. The same can be said for the other end of the
spectrum, dark versus a dead sound. To describe it in a more technical detail, a bright sound is
often depicted as containing more of the upper overtones and a dark sound lacks those overtones.
Long tone exercises and use of vowels and tongue placement can also alter a sound. An EE
syllable results in a brighter sound verses an AH syllable. These syllables affect the air before it
goes into the mouthpiece. Faster more energetic air can create a brighter sound. Due to the
abstract nature of this topic, I will do my best to avoid terms such as bright and dark, and frankly
neither of those terms come up with any regularity when describing Blue Mitchell’s sound.
Mitchell is often described in liner notes and by other trumpet performers as having a
warm sound. Warm is something we associate with temperature and the application of a word
that is typically associated with a sense separate from hearing can be problematic. Mitchell had a
wide range of overtones in his sound and the color would change depending on how hard he was
blowing. Typically, he played with a more reserved but pointed quality. The opposite of brash or
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a wall of sound. In an interview with Mike Steinel, he discusses the concept of a diffused sound
which came about during the bebop area and was and is used by virtually every post-bop and
modern jazz trumpet player.
I think the modern sound of all jazz trumpeters is a somewhat diffused sound.
And that comes from the tradition, like if you think about what Blue had
transitioned through. He was born in 30 and that’s big band era, and if you listen
to trumpet players in the big band era, like Harry James, the sound is brilliant.
Louis Armstrong had a brilliant sound, but the transition into small group jazz in
the 40’s the bebop thing, where the trumpet players are no longer sitting in the
back of the section in a big hall trying to be heard. How Dizzy reconciled it, he
used a mute a lot. So now they are in venues where the listener is maybe five feet
away from the trumpet bell, so they have to play different. And Miles and Kenny
Dorham are the first ones to start playing in a diffused style. Of course, Dizzy
puffed out his cheeks, but one of the ways to make that diffused style is to open
the cavity behind the teeth and lips. Kenny Dorham had one cheek that puffed out.
If you look at say Clark Terry’s face when he wants to get really “woofy” he
would puff his cheeks as well. A lot of people don’t realize, but I heard Clark
Terry play a night of lead trumpet way back in the 70s. He gave this big concert at
the College of Emporia and they didn’t have a lead trumpet player. So, he would
play all the solos and then he would go back and play lead and he sounded great
man. When he would go to play high, he had the dimpled look which is like the
brass player face. When he would come up to the front and play solos he would
puff his cheeks and lot of classical trumpet players would say that you never want
to look like that when you play, but for some people it’s almost impossible to get
that diffused sound unless you do that. (Steinel proceeds to pick up his trumpet
and demonstrate how he can alter his sound) I don’t really puff out that much but
you can see it (embouchure) loosen up. I think that diffusion in the sound is a
typical thing and Blue definitely had that down in spades. Bobby Shew, I
remember him telling me once that Blue was so loose with his embouchure he
could hear sound coming from the side. He said that if you were standing in front
of him it was beautiful but if you were standing next to him there was all sorts of
junk in his sound and slobber that you could see come out from the sides of his
embouchure. So that is a distinct trumpet technique that is y’know if it’s not the
main thing, playing with a diffused sound is certainly a substantial chunk of the
modern-day jazz players. If you listen to Scott Wendholt and Hagans all of them
are coming out of that. I hate to say it’s warm because it’s more than a warm
sound, it’s diffused, it almost has a fuzz in it.57
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Steinel later goes on to explain that playing in this way is very inefficient, and you can hear a lot
of errors like cracked notes from players during this time period. The air slows down and
becomes less focused when creating more space in the oral cavity.
In addition to practicing exercises to develop your sound, you can also alter the dark and
bright timbre based on the equipment that you are using. The mouthpiece plays a big role in this,
and lead trumpet players typically play on mouthpieces with shallow cups because it brightens
up their sound and helps facilitate efficiency in the upper register. Bigger bore size and heavier
trumpets are often described as creating a darker sound. The extra metal on a heavier instrument
eliminates the upper overtones. This isn’t always the case though, and there are multiple factors
that can contribute to the quality of sound. Many of the post-bop trumpet players used the Martin
Committee trumpet in the early part of their careers. Artists like Dizzy Gillespie, Miles Davis,
Chet Baker, Kenny Dorham, and Blue Mitchell played on this model trumpet. The horn was
popular among jazz trumpeters because of the sound of the instrument. It is easier to create the
diffused sound that Steinel spoke of, but the Martin Committee had odd tendencies, especially
with intonation and many of the mentioned players would eventually switch to different
equipment. One notable exception is Miles Davis who played on the committee for the rest of his
life.
Roger Ingram, who is a well-known trumpet player credits some of his early musical
development from sharing the stage with Mitchell in Louis Bellson’s band. Ingram was not a
member of the group, but he would often serve as a substitute in the trumpet section. When
asked to describe Michell’s sound Ingram went on to say
It was warm… I think that is the best way to describe it. It was warm and it had
energy to it too, but it was a beautiful, warm, it was like entering into this pillow.
When you really listened to him it was like everything around you was fluffy and
warm and comfortable. That’s the best way to describe his sound. It’s a different
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kind of warmth than the sound that Chet Baker has. Blue’s had kind of a vibrant
energy to it, yet it was warm. It was very round and all-encompassing of all the
over tones. There was nothing shrill, it’s like when you listen to him, you weren’t
missing anything. If you were an audio engineer you were getting all of it. It was
a warm and soulful sound. Blue’s personality came out in his sound. He was a
nice cat and had a quick wit as well and you heard that in his sound.58
Mitchell switched to the Conn constellation 38 B in the early 60s and the instrument can
be seen on the covers of “The Thing To DO” and “Stablemates”. The instrument was small bore
to assist with efficiency, but it had a large bell and was nickel plated and lacquered on top of
that. It was a heavier horn and was popular with jazz trumpeters of the time including Chet
Baker, Tom Harrel, Maynard Ferguson, and Thad Jones. The type of equipment that Mitchell
used would certainly affect his sound, but the technique of diffusion previously discussed is what
makes the biggest difference. If you look at photos of Mitchell performing, you can see that he
would puff his cheeks out. This also allows the performer to create a more unique sound because
the timbre changes depending on how much the oral cavity is opened. Although this was a
technique that Miles Davis, Chet Baker, and Blue Mitchell all used, they all sounded different
from one another.
Mitchell had a typical bebop and post-bop sense of rhythm. He played flowing eighth and
sixteenth note lines, but avoided playing anything too complicated outside of double time
passages. He worked primarily within the idiomatic bebop rhythmic language. His time feel was
consistent and could be described as relaxed, or that the execution of passages never felt frantic.
In a personal interview Joe Magnarelli spoke in detail about Mitchell’s playing.
I hear Blue as the classic post bebop trumpet player, you can hear some Dizzy in
his phrasing sometimes, but I would say he was more influenced by Fats Navarro
and Clifford Brown. His tone is completely personal. Lou Donaldson told
me Blue was the most naturally talented trumpeter on the scene. That is saying a
lot, considering who was on the scene from 1950s-70s. His time feel is classic
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bebop. Comes straight from bird and diz. Blue had great time, that maybe is why
he was so sought after. Also, his tone to me was filled with life experience. I
could feel his pain when I put his LPs on, back at my parents’ house, it touched
my soul. Also, Blue could play a melody so hip, it made me want to copy him
right away. Blue could make you cry playing a ballad, and give you goose bumps
on a medium tempo, and could also handle any tempo.59
Roger Ingram spoke in an interview about how Mitchell’s biggest influence on his development
as a player was his sense of time.
Definitely the biggest influence that Blue Mitchell had on me was to hear his time
and his phrasing. That was a good education on time and phrasing to sit in
between Blue and Bobby Shew. I was really focused on the music since I was
sight reading and I would listen really closely to the way Bobby and Blue would
phrase.60
Randy Brecker had this to say about Mitchell’s sound and time feel.
Well he wore his heart on his sleeve. I remember Lew Soloff telling me he
used Blue as an example of 'Soul' in his teaching methods and that was the
truth...you just had to listen. There was something 'in' his sound and his vibrato
and articulation that was 'Soul' personified with an emphasis on the word 'in' ... it
was an essential component of Blue Mitchell, not something he had to 'creep up
on' it was just there. That, with a lovely melodic sensibility and great relaxed time
feel made him a true original. And with all the great trumpet players who went
through Horace's band, that band with Blue and Junior Cook is the classic band,
the one you always associate with Horace...there was never a wasted note in that
band and I can say from my own experiences with Horace, that was the way
Horace wanted it. They were the perfect horn section for his band. I'm sure
Horace never had to say to them, like he would say to us: "On the funky tunes
give me a funky solo and don't play too many choruses and start repeating
yourself, you can do that on certain tunes we play, but not on others". We'd get
that lecture all the time. Once me and my brother were in the studio recording the
album "A Prescription for the Blues" with Horace, Ron Carter and Louis Hayes
and Mike was playing a lot of 16th notes in his solo, and Horace waved his arms
and stopped the take as a result... He didn't have to do that with Blue and Junior.61
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CHAPTER IV
MELODIC LANGUAGE
Blue Mitchell was a prominent jazz artist during the hard bop era. The term “hard bop”
describes a style of jazz in the 1950s and 1960s that evolved out of bebop and includes elements
of blues and gospel. As stated in The Harvard Dictionary of Music, hard bop was
a mid-1950s resurgence of bebop. At times, its practitioner combined the stylistic
conventions of the parent style with elements drawn from blues, rhythm and
blues, and gospel performance.62
Mitchell used a variety of melodic and harmonic devices from the above elements to construct
his solos. These can include arpeggios, also referred to as “change running,” both diatonic and
chromatic scalar motion, and harmonic generalization. These devices are placed within the
context of blues language, bebop harmonic material, use of sequence, and quotes.
Blues language refers to melodic material incorporating blue tones. Bebop language is
used by a soloist to outline the underlying harmony and emphasize voice leading at resolution
points. A sequence can be described as a repeated melodic cell transposed to fit changing chords.
A quote is a melodic technique where the soloist inserts a portion of a pre-existing melody into
their solo. The following portion demonstrates that Blue Mitchell utilized an abundance of
melodic and motivic material to formulate his solos. Additionally, he used a great deal of
repetition to cement his ideas in the minds of his listeners.
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Blues
Mitchell spent the early days of his performance career freelancing as a rhythm and blues
musician in Miami, which rooted his style firmly in the blues tradition. Trumpeter and instructor
from the University of Miami Brian Lynch mentioned that many of the top players from the hard
bop era got their start in R&B bands, and this background certainly influenced the nature of the
music they were playing.63
As noted by Frank Tirro, the term “blues” can denote both the description of a musical
form and the type of musical vocabulary used to improvise over the blues form:
Blues refers to a style of music, a type of performance, a musical form, and a state
of mind. Structurally, its chief characteristic is a repeated harmonic pattern of
twelve measures’ duration in 4/4 time. This twelve-measure period is divided
equally into three four-measure phrases, the first in the tonic, the second in the
subdominant and tonic, and the last in the dominant and tonic (frequently, the
dominant slips back to the subdominant before resolving to the tonic in this final
phrase).64
The 12-bar blues form is frequently employed within the jazz idiom; furthermore, blues
vocabulary, such as the blues scale, is used to improvise both over the chord progression of the
blues and other types of jazz forms. The blues is an expressive style of music that stems from the
vocal tradition originating from the African American community. Don Randel defines it as “A
secular, 20th-century black American vocal or instrumental genre, and the source for a vital set of
expressive resources, eg., “blues feeling” in related genres.”65
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“Blue notes” arise from the vocal tradition of bending notes which creates tension.
Randel defines “blue notes” in the following passage:
In African American music, especially in blues and jazz, a pitch, frequently the
third, seventh, or fifth scale degree, that is deliberately sharpened or flattened in
performance. The degree of inflection may vary considerably.66
Jazz musicians will often use “the blues scale” (shown in Example 4.1), which is a scalar
construct that includes these blue notes. The blues scale consists of the following scale degrees:
1, flat-3, 4, sharp-4, 5, and flat-7.
Ex. 4.1: C blues scale

Blue notes can be theoretically described as alterations to the dominant chord. There are
examples in music where this is a fitting description; however, the typical function of the scale is
different. Blues language is primarily used for broad musical expression, such as a melody,
which could be described as a linear concept, whereas alterations to a dominant chord are more
vertical in nature and provide opportunities for chromatic voice leading.
Blues language can be utilized for harmonic generalization. David Baker explains, “This
scale is usually used as a horizontal scale, that is, a scale used to blanket entire areas of a tune as
in a blues.”67 Jerry Coker elaborates:
though specifically developed for use in the conventional 12-bar blues, some
players will use only sporadically in the blues (plus the fact that some blues
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progressions are less than wholly traditional), and players will frequently use the
blues scale in a non-blues tune. It is one of the scales frequently chosen for
harmonic generalization.68
Mitchell made use of the blues in this manner, and also employed it to create melodic statements
and to shape his solos. While the construction of Mitchell’s solos will be discussed in a later
section, an explanation of his blues vocabulary usage is currently necessary. In the following
examples, Mitchell chooses to use blues language to create a melodic phrase as opposed to an
isolated idea, or “lick”. Below are four instances of blues-based melodic phrases that can be
observed in Mitchell’s improvised solo on “Sir John.”69
Ex. 4.2: Blue Mitchell, “Sir John,” mm.1-4

Ex. 4.3: Mitchell, “Sir John,” mm. 24-25
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Ex. 4.4: Mitchell, “Sir John,” mm. 26-28

Ex. 4.5: Mitchell, “Sir John,” mm. 36-38

The previous examples demonstrate Mitchell’s use of the blues as a vehicle to create
melodies across multiple measures. Each example is constructed from using notes found in the C
blues scale, and aside from Example 4.4, Mitchell does not deviate from the C blues sound to fit
the chord changes. This is a type of harmonic generalization. Additionally, Mitchell employs
scoops in his lines. In every example he scoops to the 3rd of the C7 chord. The sound the listener
hears is the ♯9 resolving to the 3rd. When considering the scoops Mitchell plays, they should be
thought of as the ♯9. Other examples of blues language can be found in his solos on
“Gingerbread Boy”70 from 1966 and “Silver Blue”71 from 1976.
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Ex. 4.6: Blue Mitchell, “Gingerbread Boy,” mm. 1-8

Ex. 4.7: Mitchell, “Gingerbread Boy,” mm. 13-20

In Example 4.6, Mitchell’s idea in the pickup measure before measure 1 could be considered an
isolated idea; however, he repeats the same motif three times in a sequence throughout this
section and with added embellishment, thus creating a musical phrase. He uses a similar idea for
the first eight measures of the second chorus (Example 4.7). Measures 16-19 are a variation of
measures 13-14. The B-flat is a strong note choice to play on the C7 as it is the seventh of the
chord. However, it is considered to be an “avoid tone” on the F7, and theoretically the natural
eleventh interval creates tension when played against the major third. There are two explanations
as to why the B-flat works over the F7. The first reason is that the rhythmic structure of both the
idea and the variation is strong. The initial motif places the B-flat on strong beats, whereas the
variation places the note on a repeated syncopated rhythm which then resolves with a blues scale
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to the root of the C7. The second reason is that Mitchell has strong phrasing with clear
articulations and a great sound. This whole phrase fits in the C blues tonality.
Ex. 4.8: Blue Mitchell, “Silver Blue,” mm. 11-12

Ex. 4.9: Mitchell, “Silver Blue,” mm. 58-60

Blue Mitchell recorded Silver Blue in 1976 which was towards the end of his career and life. In
example 4.8 and 4.9, you will observe that Mitchell uses the same vocabulary that was shown in
the previous blues examples. In example 4.8 he uses the G blues scale over a triplet rhythm in the
first measure. Note the use of B-flat and C-sharp which is also the minor third or enharmonic ♯9
and ♯11. Both of these blue notes resolve by half step to a note in the G7 chord. The C-sharp
resolves to the D in the triplet on the second beat in the first measure and the B-flat resolves to
the third of the chord at the end of the same triplet figure. This type of idea is common in blues
vocabulary. He uses similar shapes in example 4.9 by starting a like comprised of sixteenth note
triplets. Again, we see him resolve the minor third to the major third. In measure 59 he holds out
the flat 5. This song is at a slow tempo, so even an eighth note has what appears to be a lengthy
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duration. He follows this up by playing a sequential rhythmic figure based on notes out of the G
minor pentatonic which is very similar to the G blues scale.
The previous examples were selected from recordings that span Mitchell’s career. It is
evident that Mitchell used similar vocabulary throughout his life, but more importantly, he used
the language in a similar melodic way.
Bebop
Mitchell was well-versed in the bebop genre. His extensive use of bebop language can be
observed in every solo transcription provided with this document. Bebop vocabulary is a tool
that an improviser may employ which places chord tones on strong beats and passing tones on
the off-beats of a given measure. A strong beat could be any of the four beats in common time,
although beats on one and three could be considered the strongest as they tend to be emphasized
by the harmonic rhythm. In addition, the passing tones create tension, which when resolved by
landing on a chord tone placed on a strong beat, creates a satisfying resolution. Strong chord
tones are considered to be the root, third, fifth, and seventh intervals. Additional tension can be
added to a musical line by raising or lowering non-chord tones by a half step. For instance, a Dsharp is the interval of a sharp-ninth over a C7. It is also an altered tone as it is outside of the
key.
The bebop style involves long lines of eighth and sixteenth notes, and fast tempos are
commonplace. On songs with slower tempos, improvisers commonly play thirty-second notes or
transition to double time, which is to say that the feel of the tempo doubles, but the underlying
tempo remains the same. As Ted Gioia states in his book The History of Jazz,
Improvised lines grew faster, more complex. The syncopations and dotted eighth
note phrasings that had characterized earlier jazz were now far less prominent.
Instead, long phrases might stay on the beat for measures at a time, built on a
steady stream of eighth or sixteenth notes executed with quasi-mechanical
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precision, occasionally broken by a triplet, a pregnant pause, an interpolation of
dotted eighths or whirlwind thirty-second notes, or a piercing offbeat phrase.72
Gioia later mentions the use of double time on ballads.
Never before had instrumental technique been so central to the music’s sound.
Rarely had jazz tempos been so fast. Or, for that matter, so slow. The boppers
were not afraid of even the most languid ballad tempos, but even in these
instances their solos frequently implied a doubling of the stated time, staying true
to the ethos of speed at all costs.73
A common device used by jazz improvisers is the bebop scale. Two of the most common
types of bebop scales are the dominant and major varieties. There are examples of minor bebop
scales; however, Mitchell rarely used them, favoring instead other types of scales and sounds.
The dominant variety can be described as a mixolydian scale with the added major seventh as a
passing tone. The mixolydian scale is the fifth mode of the major scale and can be described as
being similar in structure to a major scale with the seventh scale degree lowered by half step. In
the key of C major, G mixolydian is the scale built from the fifth scale degree. As mentioned
above, a dominant bebop scale is a mixolydian scale with an added note: the major seventh. Both
scale choices are used when improvising over a dominant chord, although the bebop scale can be
considered a stronger choice. The two scales can also be used over the preceding iimin7 chord as
a form of harmonic generalization. This is usually done to simplify demanding harmonic
progressions when improvising. In his book Jazz Improvisation, David Baker describes the
spelling and functions of a bebop scales as such:
This scale is spelled 1-2-3-4-5-6-♭7-7-1 and the rules governing its use are given
with the dominant seventh chord as the point of reference. The scale is also used
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on the related minor seventh chord (II) and, under special conditions to be
discussed later, also on the related half diminished seventh chord (VII).74
The following example shows the difference between the G mixolydian and G bebop scales.
Ex. 4.10: G mixolydian and dominant bebop scales

The major bebop scale is similar to the dominant bebop scale in function. It can be
described as a major scale with an added raised fifth degree. The example below shows a C
major scale and a C major bebop scale.
Ex. 4.11: C major and major bebop scales

Both bebop scale varieties are primarily played in eighth notes. When either scale is
played in a descending direction beginning on a downbeat, the strong chord tones are
appropriately placed on strong beats. The following example shows the descending bebop scales,
thus demonstrating the correspondence of chord tones with strong beats.
Ex. 4.12: Descending dominant and major bebop scales
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Mitchell also uses alterations to the dominant chord in his playing. These alterations can
be found in scale form as modes of the melodic minor scale. The sounds found in the seventh
mode of the melodic minor scale, known as the altered scale, are commonly used by jazz
musicians. This scale is also known by other names such as the “diminished whole tone scale”
and super locrian. When placed over the accompanying dominant chord, the scale contains 1-♭9♯9-3-♯11-♭13-♭7-1. Jamey Aebersold states, “This scale has four altered tones which help create
tension.”75 See Example 4.13.
Ex. 4.13: Altered scale

Although it is rare to find an example of Blue Mitchell utilizing this scale in a
straightforward way, he does borrow its alterations frequently. As stated before, the alterations
create more harmonic tension within the improvised line. This creates a more dramatic resolution
when the improviser arrives at the desired goal note. Mitchell solos are comprised of a
combination of all of the previously discussed bebop materials. The following examples
illustrate Mitchell’s use of bebop vocabulary throughout the course of his career.
Ex. 4.14: Blue Mitchell, “Why Do I Love You?,” mm. 3-5
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As observed from the above example, Mitchell uses several characteristic techniques of
bebop language. Throughout Example 4.14, Mitchell highlights important chord tones by placing
them on strong beats. Mitchell uses multiple devices to create tension and resolve to chord tones
in the first measure. On beat two in the first measure, Mitchell uses a deflection from the major
seventh to the ninth before finally resolving to the root of the D minor chord. The major seventh
adds increased tension to the line because it clashes with the lowered seventh of the chord. Since
the C-sharp does not resolve to the root but instead jumps to the ninth before finally landing on
the root, he creates even more tension through a delayed resolution. Mitchell uses a similar
device on the fourth beat before resolving to the downbeat of the second measure. The technique
used on the fourth beat is called an enclosure: it delays a resolution by dancing around the
desired note by chromatic half steps above and below the target pitch. Jerry Coker elaborates:
An object tone (consonant member of a chord or scale) approached first from a
semi-tone above, then a semi-tone below, then the object tone (similar to upper
and lower neighboring tones). Example: an object tone of c appearing in an
enclosure would result in a 3-tone series of d♭-b-c.76
In measure two, Mitchell uses a descending dominant bebop scale, starting on the third of
the chord. Note that a chord tone is represented on every strong beat of the measure. He finishes
the phrase with a melodic idea that lands on the third of the chord in measure three and
completes the line on the fifth.
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Ex. 4.15: Mitchell, “Why Do I Love You?,” mm. 6-11

Example 4.15 illustrates how Mitchell uses chord alterations in his lines. In the first
measure, on the upbeat of beat four, he uses a lowered fifth over the A7 to resolve to the root of
the Dmin7 chord. In the second measure, he outlines the harmony of D minor using a dorian
scale which he manipulates so that the line lands on the third of the G7 on beat four, heard as an
anticipation. Mitchell then plays a descending dominant bebop scale before using alterations to
resolve to the third of the CMaj7 chord. The alterations in the third measure begin on the third
beat, where he plays a lowered thirteenth followed by the third of the chord on the off-beat. He
then employs a device used by many bebop performers. Mitchell resolves to the CMaj7 in the
fourth bar by creating tension through the use of an enclosure around the third. In the next
measure, Mitchell plays a line A7 including the♭9, ♯9 to the 11. He ends the line by resolving the
third of the A7 to the flat seven and five of the Dmin7chord. The case can be made that he is
hearing the sound of Emin7(b5) which is paired often paired with A7. You can observe the A7
chord in measure 10.
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Ex. 4.16: Mitchell, “Why Do I Love You?,” mm. 15-23

In the second measure of the above example, Mitchell plays a lowered ninth, seventh to
third resolution into the third measure. This is a common bebop device used by jazz improvisers.
Coker states,
Resolution of 7th to 3rd refers to the common resolution of the seventh of a-7
chord (like II) to the 3rd of a 7 chord (like V) whose root is a fourth higher (or a
fifth lower). For example, the resolution of c to b in a D-7 to G7 progression.
Frequently this resolution is present in the melodies and patterns of an
improviser.77
Although the idea itself is simple, the inclusion of the lowered and raised ninth degree drive the
line toward resolution. While arpeggios are common in western music, the way in which
Mitchell’s arpeggio is constructed and used is commonly found within a large body of jazz solos.
It is so common that it has become part of bebop vocabulary. This device is typically employed
over the dominant chord in an ii7, V7, I maj7 progression. The performer plays a fully
diminished arpeggio starting on the third and ends on the lowered ninth. From there, the line
typically resolves down a half step to the fifth of the I maj7, many times accompanied by a fournote enclosure. In other examples, such as the one above, the line continues to the third of the
chord.
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Mitchell continues Example 4.16 with a line that outlines C major. He improvises a
triplet figure in the fourth measure that is similar to a gesture often utilized by Louis Armstrong.
Armstrong can be heard playing a similar figure in measure nineteen on beats three and four of
his solo on “Hotter Than That”.78 In the fifth measure, it appears Mitchell may already be
thinking about the upcoming G7.
Mitchell plays a CESH (Contrapuntal Elaboration of Static Harmony) in the first two
measures of example 4.16 which has a descending line that contains a D, C♯, C, and B. He then
performs a passage commonly referred to as “the bebop lick” in the fifth measure and follows
this in measure six with a an additional CESH. Both devices are common in bebop language.
Jerry Coker describes the bebop lick as
very closely related to the bebop scale, in that it involves the same added
chromatic step. However, the bebop lick is also a very specific melody. The
bebop lick on a C7 chord, for example (also a G-7 chord), would be C, B, B♭, D,
A, G. Less frequently it also appears with a C or an F in place of the D.79
Coker also defines a CESH as
A harmonic device in which a chord of long duration has one moving voice to
create interest, such as a long-running minor chord in which the root descends in
half steps, but the other parts of the chord remain in place. Numerous melodies
and patterns have been based on this harmonic device, and frequently a player
will superimpose a CESH melody or pattern over a non-CESH harmony,
especially II-V progressions and tonic (I) minor chords.80
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Ex. 4.17: Blue Mitchell, “Quiet Riots,” mm. 11-20

Similar to his usage of blues language, Mitchell can be heard using the bebop scale for
harmonic generalization in the up-tempo “Quiet Riots.” Throughout the excerpt, he plays D7
bebop which is connected to G major. It is possible that due to the extreme tempo, Mitchell’s
muscle memory and ear is guiding him to D and G tonal centers, as in a V to I relationship.
Regardless, due to the relationship of the two keys, the strong rhythm, and fast tempo, his
performance functions well. In the third measure of the excerpt, Mitchell plays a CESH which
appears to be in G before resolving to a bebop scale in D. He stays within the sound of D bebop
for the next two measures, when he then resolves back into G in the sixth measure of the
example. He continues to shift between D and G bebop for the remainder of the excerpt. Even
though on close inspection it may appear that what is played is not accurate to the underlying
chord changes, the tonality of the song is in the key of G, and the bebop language he uses fits
within that tonality and can be identified as harmonic generalization.
On the track “Peace,” Mitchell uses the bebop lick on several occasions throughout his
solo. The tempo of the recording is slow and Mitchell plays almost entirely in double time;
however, his use of repeated patterns and his tendency to end on a note of lengthy duration gives
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these patterns a lyrical quality. Mitchell uses them in a melodic way in multiple areas throughout
his solo, thus making them identifiable markers to the ear. The following examples illustrate
instances of Mitchell using the bebop lick over the song “Peace”.
Ex. 4.18: Blue Mitchell, “Peace,” mm. 3-4

Ex. 4.19: Mitchell, “Peace,” mm. 7-8

The “bebop lick” examples (4.18 and 4.19) both appear in locations where the harmonic
rhythm moves on beats three and four. Both examples sound as if they are punctuating the
previous idea and creating a complete phrase.
Use of Quotes
Quotes are devices commonly used by performers in their improvised solos. A quote can
be described as borrowing a melodic fragment of a pre-existing song and inserting it within a
solo. Quotes are not limited to existing songs; the soloist may also borrow fragments from other
solos or from an idea or melody previously used within the same solo or song. Jerry Coker
describes a quote as
melodic fragments of other tunes or solos, woven into an improvisation,
sometimes as a humorous touch, sometimes simply because the improviser hears
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that the quote is based on the same harmonic setting as what he presently faces. In
a few instances, players have used quotes to be programmatic or to make a sociopolitical comment.81
Blue Mitchell, like most jazz artists, used quotes throughout his solos. Although the
structure of his solos is discussed in detail in a later chapter, it should be noted that Mitchell used
quotes as well as other melodic ideas to structure the layout of his solos. His use of space and
melody provide the listener a reprieve from the more technical bebop passages that he often
employs. In several instances he uses the same quote, or a variation of the quote multiple times
in the same section of the form or over a similar harmonic progression. The following examples
demonstrate that Mitchell uses a variety of quotes from other songs and solos and will often
quote himself.
Mitchell quotes the melody of the jazz standard “Straighten Up and Fly Right” in an
embellished form as well as a variation in Examples 4.20 and 4.21, respectively. Both examples
are from Mitchell’s solo on the recording “Silver Blue;” 4.20 is from the beginning of the first
chorus and 4.21 is from the beginning of the second chorus. This quoted material provides the
listener a recognizable melody on which to grasp. This reinforces the form with the listener and
provides a bit of humor. The tempo is slow on the recording, but Mitchell constructs the
beginning and end of each solo chorus with a “tuneful” melody. This lessens the chance that the
solo will become monotonous to the listener.
Ex. 4.20: Blue Mitchell, “Silver Blue,” mm. 3-4
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Ex. 4.21: Mitchell, “Silver Blue,” mm. 13-14

As shown in Example 4.22, Mitchell begins the first chorus of the tune “OW!” with a
quote from “We’re in the Money.” As with the previous two examples, Mitchell plays the quote
as the opening four-measure phrase of the solo. This is the opening phrase of the piece, as
Mitchell improvises two choruses as an introduction prior to the melody of the song. In context,
the listener is hearing “We’re in the Money” as the opening phrase of the entire song. It is
certainly a strong opening statement and provides a bit of levity to the track.
Ex. 4.22: Blue Mitchell, “OW!,” mm. 1- 4

Blue Mitchell will often quote himself or play similar ideas throughout his solos which
give them a lyrical quality. Mitchell quotes himself on the song “Why Do I Love You?” while
also using several motivic devices throughout his solo. He often ends a musical phrase with a
repeated motif.
Ex. 4.23: Blue Mitchell, “Why Do I Love You?,” mm. 21-23
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Ex. 4.24: Mitchell, “Why Do I Love You?,” mm. 45-47

Although Examples 4.23 and 4.24 are not identical, the second idea is clearly a variation
of the first. Both examples terminate lengthy bebop passages by punctuating the phrases with
melody. The contrast of technical and melodic elements creates a strong and satisfying resolution
to the line. Mitchell’s structure draws parallels to development and recapitulation. As one listens
to the recordings, it is almost possible to guess what he is going to play next because the
construction of his solos is so strong, with a tendency towards symmetry in which he repeats and
inverts ideas.
Use of Digital Patterns and Sequence
A sequence is a device used by improvisers to run a digital pattern or melodic fragment
repetitiously through various harmonic areas. To clarify, a digital pattern is a small grouping of
notes used to outline chord changes. The pattern is simple enough that it can be transposed to fit
each chord. They are commonly found in a sequence. Jerry Coker provides the following
definition:
Digital Patterns – closely related to change-running, digital patterns are small (usually 48 notes), well-organized note groups such as 1-2-3-1, 1-2-3-5, 1-3-5-3, which are used to
realize fast-moving chord progressions by transposing the patterns to fit each passing
chord. Such patterns are usually practiced aside from and before actual performance.82
4.25, 4.26, and 4.27 demonstrate Mitchell’s use of a digital pattern that looks similar to a turn.
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Ex. 4.25: Mitchell, “Peace,” mm. 2-3

Ex. 4.26: Mitchell, “Peace,” mm. 5-6

Ex. 4.27: Mitchell, “Peace,” mm. 6-7

Jerry Coker describes a sequence as the “re-use of [a] same or similar pattern or melody over
several successive changes of harmony.”83 Several of the transcriptions provided in this
document contain multiple examples of sequences. By using sequences, the performer provides
material that becomes recognizable to the listener through repetition. Sequences are not unique to
Mitchell’s style, however, when combined with other melodic devices, their usage strengthens
the notion that Blue Mitchell was a lyrical player that frequently employed repetition. The
following examples demonstrate sequences from multiple transcriptions.
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Ex. 4.28: Blue Mitchell, “Strollin’,” mm. 13-15

The above example demonstrates a simple sequence which is very idiomatic to the
trumpet. Although this example is the same figure with the repeated idea down an octave, the
chord heard underneath gives each measure a different characteristic. In measure thirteen the
pitches can be described as 3, 13, ♯5 (♭13), 5, 3, ♯9, 9. Measure fourteen contains the same
pitches as the previous measure, but with the change of chord, the qualities of the pitches change
as well. The pitches in measure fourteen are 1, major 7, ♭7, 5, ♭5 (♯11), 11.
Ex. 4.29: Blue Mitchell, “Why Do I Love You?,” mm. 33-35

Example 4.29 is interesting because it is a sequence that sources motivic fragments from
the initial idea of the solo. Although motivic fragments are discussed later in the document,
numerous examples fall under multiple categories. Example 4.30 depicts the first phrase of the
solo and will show that Example 3.33 contains fragments of the initial statement.
Ex. 4.30: Mitchell, “Why Do I Love You?,” mm. 1-5
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Ex. 4.31: Mitchell, “Why Do I Love You?,” mm. 53-55

Mitchell plays a sequence of digital patterns based around a C major triad in Example
4.31. The line itself is idiomatic to the trumpet and lends a bit of humor to the end of the bebop
phrase. He plays the same shape in measure fifty-one and then brings the pattern back two
measures later for the sequence which is seen above.
Ex. 4.32: Blue Mitchell, “Sir John,” mm. 31-33

In the above example, Mitchell plays a sequence comprised of two notes which outline
the chords connected to the corresponding measures. As one can observe, he plays the figure in
measure thirty-one in a descending trajectory and then inverts the idea in the subsequent measure
when the line ascends to outline the D minor chord.
Ex. 4.33: Blue Mitchell, “Chick’s Tune,” mm. 9-12

Example 4.33 shows a sequence which is comprised of a similar digital pattern. As with
multiple previous examples, this pattern is very idiomatic to the trumpet. The pattern in measures
ten and eleven use similar valve combinations, with the differences of the G in measure ten and
the D in measure eleven. The sequence seems to be outlining G major, thus demonstrating
another example of harmonic generalization.
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Ex. 4.34: Mitchell, “Chick’s Tune,” mm. 49-52

Example 4.34 demonstrates a textbook definition of a sequence. There is a slight rhythm
variation in measure fifty-one with the triplet run up an arpeggio, but otherwise it is a transposed
copy of the original statement in measure forty-nine. Mitchell’s use of quotes highlights his
propensity to use recognizable melodies to anchor the listener’s ear and cement the structure of
his solos.
Motivic Fragments
Motivic fragments are best described as recurring short melodic cells, often referred to as
“germs”, that are unique to each improvised solo.84
The Harvard Dictionary of Music defines a motif as
A short rhythmic and or melodic idea that is sufficiently well defined to retain its
identity when elaborated or transformed and combined with other material and
that thus lends itself to serving as the basic element from which a complex texture
or even a whole composition is created. The term is used rather flexibly but is
usually taken to refer to something less than a phrase. A motive may consist of as
few as two pitches, or it may be long enough to be seen to consist of smaller
elements, themselves termed motives or perhaps cells.85
Mitchell’s implementation of motivic fragments involves the use of sequences and quotes. He
often places these fragments within similar locations throughout the form of the song. When the
cells are observed individually, their importance is not immediately apparent as they are often as
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short as two notes. However, when they are spread throughout the solo, they become
recognizable to the listener, and they always fit within the theme or spirit of the song.
The following example represents a melodic fragment that appears throughout Blue Mitchell’s
solo.
Ex. 4.35: Blue Mitchell, “Chick’s Tune,” mm. 2-3

These fragments act as a cohesive element that strengthens the structure of the improvised solo
by creating recognizable themes, thus implying a complete composition rather than
improvisation. Some, of Mitchell’s ideas and phrases tend to allude to aspects of the melody of
the song being performed. This creates another layer of connective material that strengthens the
connection of the solo to the listener’s ear. The following examples demonstrate repetitive
motivic fragments based on Example 4.35
Ex. 4.36: Mitchell, “Chick’s Tune,” mm. 7-8

Ex. 4.37: Mitchell, “Chick’s Tune,” mm. 19-20
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Ex. 4.38: Mitchell, “Chick’s Tune,” mm. 54-55

Ex. 4.39: Mitchell, “Chick’s Tune,” mm. 75-76

In examples 4.36– 4.39, the motive involves a similar melodic structure punctuated in the
following measure by a quarter note proceeded by two eighth note with the offbeat of beat two
tied to a half note on beat three. These appear throughout Mitchell’s solo on “Chick’s Tune”.
Often, he will end a phrase with this idea and the more it is repeated the stronger the idea
becomes to the point where the overall solo sounds symmetrical in design. Mitchell of course
improvised this, but by using motivic devices his solo sounds more compositional.
In the Horace Silver composition “Strollin’,” there is an emphasis on the quarter notes in
the melody placed both on and off the beat. During Mitchell’s solo, one can observe multiple
instances in which he places an emphasis within a line on beat one with a tenuto quarter note and
sometimes on beat three. Multiple phrases contain eighth-note lines which have quarter notes
placed on beat one. This pattern of short-to-long note duration continues for several measures.
Examples 4.40 and 4.41 demonstrate Mitchell’s use of this quarter note emphasis on beat one as
a motif, which is reminiscent of the construction of the melody.
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Ex. 4.40: Blue Mitchell, “Strollin’,” mm. 6-11

Ex. 4.41: Mitchell, “Strollin’,” mm. 22-25

Similar ideas can be observed throughout his solo. The above examples share the same
harmonic progression and both lines share parallels with regards to rhythm and note placement.
While the previous section discusses Mitchell’s use of melodic fragments on the recording “Why
Do I Love You?,” the examples were discussed within the context of a sequence. The following
examples describe in greater detail how the motivic fragments are used throughout his solo.
Ex. 4.42: Blue Mitchell, “Why Do I Love You?,” mm. 1

Example 4.42 represents the opening statement of Mitchell’s solo. The geometric shape
and fragments of this idea can be found throughout the transcription: often they are used to end
phrases. The motif of the solo features wide intervallic leaps. The initial statement contains an
intervallic leap of a perfect fifth, however the fragments contain intervals as small as a minor
third and as wide as a major sixth. The motif shares similarities with segments of the melody
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which also contain wide intervallic leaps. Example 4.43 represents the conclusion of the first
phrase of Mitchell’s solo, and although the motif in this example is not as obvious at first glance
as it is in others, a fragment of the motif is present. The wide intervals that can be observed
between beats three of the first measure and the off-beat of beat one in the second measure are
reminiscent of what is observed in Example 4.42, and can be described as an inversion of the
first example. In the first statement of the solo, the B on the off-beat of beat two leads into beat
three and ends with an emphasis placed on the G located on the off-beat of beat three. The sound
of the B ascending to the G is flipped in Example 4.43 to a descending leap. This interval of a
sixth can also be observed in Examples 4.44 and 4.45. What is found in Example 4.46 is a
sequence based on the initial statement of the solo, albeit with a shortened motif of three notes
instead of four. Example 4.47 is a variation of the excerpt in Example 4.45, placed over differing
chord changes that are similar in tonality.
Ex. 4.43: Mitchell, “Why Do I Love You?,” mm. 4-5

Ex. 4.44: Mitchell, “Why Do I Love You?,” mm. 12-13

Ex. 4.45: Mitchell, “Why Do I Love You?,” mm. 21-23
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Ex. 4.46: Mitchell, “Why Do I Love You?,” mm. 33-35

Ex. 4.47: Mitchell, “Why Do I Love You?,” mm. 45-47

Wide intervals have a strong sound to the ear and stand out from scalar passages.
Examples 4.45 and 4.47 are rhythmically separate from the other examples. Both are preceded
by eighth note lines. The intervallic leap and longer note value in both examples stick out to the
listener as a distinct change in rhythm and are heard as strong melodic statements. Both
examples can be considered as separate motifs, although a connection can be made between
these and Example 4.43 through the leap of a major sixth observed in Example 4.45. Example
4.47 is an obvious variation of 4.45, and all the previously mentioned examples have traces of
the melody of “Why Do I Love You?” within them.
Example 4.48 is the opening statement to Mitchell’s solo on “I Love You”, and
demonstrates the use of wide intervals in a similar way to what was observed in examples from
Mitchell’s solo on “Why Do I Love You?”. Wide intervals are also in the first and second
phrases of the melody which again is an example of using content from the melody as additional
material to use when soloing. Mitchell plays leaps of fourths and fifths all throughout the first
three measures of his solo, which is comprised of short ideas that appear to be variations on his
initial statement, which begins with a pickup on the and of three before the first measure.
Fragments of his first phrase can be found throughout his solo. This motivic idea returns in
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measure fourteen which can be observed in example 4.49. A similar figure can also be found in
example 4.50, and although it lacks the intervallic leaps of a fourth or fifth, it looks and sounds
rhythmically similar to measure fourteen. Pickups to measure twenty-five can be described as a
variation of the opening phrase of Mitchell’s solo. This can be observed in example 4.51 and
contains similar intervals and note choices.
Ex. 4.48: Mitchell, “I Love You,” mm. 0-3

!
Ex. 4.49: Mitchell, “I Love You,” mm. 14

Ex. 4.50: Mitchell, “I Love You,” mm. 17-18

Ex. 4.51: Mitchell, “I Love You,” mm. 24-27
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CHAPTER V
SOLO STRUCTURE
Blue Mitchell used several types of melodic devices to construct his solos, however what
could be defined as Mitchell’s personal artistic sound is not necessarily found within the melodic
language he uses, but within the overall construction of his solos. Louis Hayes mentioned that
“Blue’s phrasing matched the composition that he was playing.”86 In several instances, Mitchell
typically started and ended a chorus with melody. He re-used ideas and developed them across
the span of an entire solo; he also played similar material over the same chord changes in the
form or over similar harmonic passages. By doing this, he created a symmetrical cohesion to the
large-scale structure of his solos. This large-scale use of melodic repetition provides evidence
and lends weight to the statements given by others when describing Mitchell as a lyrical player.
Leonard Feather commented on Blue Mitchell in the liner notes of the album Open House/Plain
Talk:87
Blue’s articulation is beautiful. Every note is placed exactly where it belongs, and
you know it; there is not fumbling, no random running of notes for complexity’s
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own sake. His lines have an evident freedom, but it is freedom within the
disciplines established by the demands of a relationship to the clear, clean beat of
the rhythm section.88
Feather further commented on Mitchell’s soloing on the song “Big Fat Mama”:
Big Fat Mama, an infectiously loping theme, is put into motion by Jimmy with
exactly the right ease of touch and beat to complement the big-toned, loosegaited, thoroughly satisfying solo by the late Ike Quebec. It is so satisfying
because it’s so cleanly and clearly proportioned, as is also the case with Blue
Mitchell’s crisp, incisively structured following comment. Both play with warmth
that is all the more effectively buoying because it is disciplined and distilled.89
Both comments by Feather describe that Mitchell’s ideas were clear and served to the benefit of
the musical performance. In the second quote, Feather specifically mentioned the structure of
Mitchell’s solo on “Big Fat Momma, which he described as “crisp” and “disciplined.” On “How
Deep is the Ocean” from the album True Blue, Tom Piazza adds additional information on
Mitchell’s solo structure. “Blue blows a touching, superbly put-together solo, dig how his
playing has an ironic edge to it that Al’s (Cohn) doesn’t here.”90
A typical way that Mitchell structured his solos included starting and ending a chorus
with a strong melodic idea. This is the case both for songs with a short form, such as a twelvebar blues, or for something with a longer form like a thirty-two measure AABA structure. The
material he used between the opening and ending statements are typically comprised of eighth
and sixteenth note runs, which are full of bebop language. In “Sir John”, Mitchell plays every
chorus in this manner. Examples 5.1 through 5.3 demonstrate how Mitchell constructs each
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chorus in his solo on “Sir John” which follows the form of a twelve-bar blues progression. The
transcription accounts for a pickup measure which is why the measure numbers do not align with
clean 12 measure segments.
Ex. 5.1: Blue Mitchell, “Sir John,” mm. 1-13

In Example 4.1, the first four measures of the chorus are a clear melody rooted in blues
vocabulary. In the second phrase, he uses a repetitive figure over the F7 or IV chord. When he
arrives on the ii chord in measure 10, he plays a double time bebop line all the way to the I chord
in measure 12, where he finishes the line with a melodic fragment while still within the double
time feel. Although it appears to be an extension of the bebop run, the addition of an eighth note,
a leap of a sixth, and the use of an arpeggio versus the more diatonic scale runs seen in the
previous measures make this final statement stand out as a singular idea.
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Ex. 5.2: Mitchell, “Sir John,” mm. 14-25

Example 5.2 shares the same structure as Example 5.1, however this chorus is a stronger
example of how Mitchell structures his form. The opening statement is a repeated and
memorable blues idea, followed by a measure comprised of a scalar sequence idiomatic to the
trumpet. This then leads into a double time bebop line that carries through the IV chord. The
chorus concludes with a strong two-measure melodic line which emphasizes the blues. The
structure of this chorus could be simplified and described as blues melody, bebop run, blues
melody. Example 5.3 is very similar to 5.2.
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Ex. 5.3: Mitchell, “Sir John,” mm. 26-38

Example 5.3 follows this same pattern of blues, bebop, blues for the structure of the
chorus. The phrase from measure 25 leads into measure 26 which deepens the connection
between the second and third choruses. Mitchell also uses repetition in another way within the
third chorus. From measures 33 to 35, he plays a sequence comprised of two-note figures based
around chord tones. In measure 33 he plays them in a descending fashion and then inverts the
pattern in measure 34. This type of repetition jumps out of the texture and makes a strong
impression on the listener.
Examples 5.2 and 5.3 illustrate impressive double time bebop passages, although the
blues material provides the cohesion for the solo. The bebop passages create a tension that is
resolved in the more melodic blues passages. When listening to the recording, these resolutions
are very satisfying to the ear. The repetition of blues versus bebop phrasing could be described as
two distinctive characters. This contrast in every chorus between the first character, which is the
blues, versus the second character, which is found within the double time bebop figures, creates a
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somewhat predictable symmetry across the breadth of the solo. The fact that Mitchell continues
this contrast through each chorus of the solo while using new material for each statement speaks
to his creativity with common jazz vocabulary.
The following examples illustrate how Blue Mitchell structured his solos within lengthier
forms. The song “OW!”91 is a contrafact of the George Gershwin composition “I Got Rhythm.”
The form is comprised of thirty-two measures in an AABA structure. Each section of the form
contains eight measures. The following examples are segmented into sixteen-measure excerpts.
The Blue Mitchell transcription provided with the document in Appendix C details the first two
choruses of the song. Mitchell improvises for two choruses before the melody enters. This is
unlike the other examples which were taken from the solo sections of their respective recordings.
Mitchell’s solo is functioning as an introduction to the song itself. Mitchell’s use of quotes was
discussed in the previous chapter, but it deserves a second mention due to its importance in the
construction of this solo. In the following examples, Mitchell employs melody or repetition at the
beginning of each section of the form. He then contrasts these elements with bebop language and
material that leads into the beginning of each new section.
In Example 5.4, Mitchell begins his solo with a quote from the melody of “We’re in the
Money,” followed by an isolated idea which is rooted in the blues across the next four-measure
phrase. In the first phrase of the second A section, Mitchell plays a repetitive syncopated rhythm
on the same pitch. It is a strong device to use as it stands out to the listener. He continues the
trend of repetitive syncopation through the next phrase and into the bridge. Starting on beat three
of measure 14, he begins a descending chromatic line that starts on beat three but immediately
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shifts to the off beats. The descending line becomes diatonic and then finally resolves to a B
which is the third of the G7 chord and the root of the B minor 7 chord at the top of the bridge.
Ex. 5.4: Blue Mitchell, “OW!,” mm. 1-16

Ex. 5.5: Mitchell, “OW!,” mm. 17-32
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The final phrase in Example 5.4 carries into the beginning of Example 5.5. The first four
measures are broken up as a syncopated line, which is a continuation of the previous phrase.
Measure 17 is a syncopated passage, with a four-note enclosure. Measure 19 brings the return of
the syncopated line, while measure 20 includes a bebop line that begins on an offbeat in a similar
fashion to what is observed in measure 18. The recycling of the syncopated line in measure 19
connects the bridge to the previous section shown in Example 5.4.
Mitchell concludes the bridge by playing a device in measure 21 which leads to the V
chord. He then makes an interesting choice: he recycles a portion of the line played over the G7
chord to set up the next phrase. More specifically, he re-uses beats two and three of measure 23.
Measure 25 contains similarities with the opening statement, which can be observed in Example
5.4. Repetition can again be observed from measures 27 through 29. Mitchell then concludes the
first chorus by playing a phrase that is best described as an extended chromatic guide tone line.
The sound of the line adds a bit of humor to the solo due to its over-the-top nature. Mitchell’s use
of harmonic and rhythmic repetition is on full display.
Example 5.6 contains the first half of the second chorus. The first A section of this new
chorus is similar in construction to what has been seen in previous examples, however, the
beginning of the second A section strays from the typical pattern of melody or repetitive ideas
contrasted by more technically demanding bebop passages. This disruption in the pattern adds an
extra level of surprise and complexity to the music. However, Mitchell is back to form in
Example 5.7.
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Ex. 5.6: Mitchell, “OW!,” mm. 33-48

The use of space in a solo is commonly employed by notable jazz musicians. Space can
be an effective way to break up a long phrase and give the listener a chance to digest what they
have heard. It prevents a solo, melody, or composition from becoming monotonous to the ear. In
Example 5.6, Mitchell makes use of space at the beginning of the second chorus before a strong
entrance into measure 35 with a repetitive triplet figure. He again uses space before his next
entrance on the offbeat of beat four in measure 38, where he plays a descending bebop line
which leads into the second A section. This is where he breaks the pattern of his solo structure.
He continues the bebop line started in measure 38 through measure 45. This alteration to the
overarching pattern along with the length of the line creates energy and tension. His cadence
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within the bebop phrase begins in measure 44 with the inclusion of longer note values and wider
intervals. He completes this section of the form with a syncopated repetitive line that leads into
the bridge, as observed in Example 5.7.
Ex. 5.7: Mitchell, “OW!,” mm. 49-65

The bridge, which is shown in Example 5.7, illustrates that Mitchell plays a melody
across the first four-measure phrase. He creates space in measure 53 and the first half of measure
54. Then he plays a statement with similarities to the previous melodic line, which then leads
into the last A section of the solo. The second phrase, which begins in measure 54, looks and
sounds like a continuation of the ideas presented in the first phrase. Mitchell finishes the last
section of his solo by quoting the song “Blue Moon.” It has a surprising, humorous, and
satisfying effect. He plays a strong musical line at the end of the bridge that leads to this quote.
He then ends the last measure of his solo with a strong idea that puts a strong punctuation to the
introduction to the song.
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Examples 5.8 and 5.9 are from Mitchell’s solo on the Cole Porter composition “I Love
You.” This song also follows an A, A prime, B, and A double prime thirty-two measure form.
Each section is comprised of eight measures. In this solo, Mitchell utilizes similar patterns to
those found in previous examples in this chapter; however, this solo does not always fit within
four-measure phrases. Sometimes the contrast is within two measures, or he may start a section
with bebop language and end with more lyrical material.
Ex. 5.8: Blue Mitchell, “I Love You,” mm. 1-16

As is the case with the previous examples, Mitchell initiates his solo with a strong
melodic idea based around a five-note motif which he plays through the first five measures. He
then contrasts that with a double time two-measure bebop run. He leaves a measure and two
beats of space which gives the listener time to digest what they just heard. He then flips the
structural pattern by playing the first four measures of the second A section with a long bebop
line. The phrase sounds melodic in contrast to the double time passage heard in the previous
section. This is due to the longer duration of the note values and Mitchell’s warm tone. The
phrase leads into a syncopated melodic idea in measure 13. In measure 14, he continues to bring
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back the motif from the opening statement. The last two measures of the second A section are
comprised of more bebop material. Although it is not as clear as in the previous examples, the
contrast of melodic to technical material is still present, and it is apparent that Mitchell’s primary
concern is to create melody to add cohesion to the structure of the solo.
Ex. 5.9: Mitchell, “I Love You,” mm. 17-33

Example 5.9 contains the second half of Mitchell’s solo on “I Love You.” The bridge,
which includes measures 17-24, follows a ratio of two measures to two measures of motivic or
repetitive ideas versus bebop language. The opening statement of the last A section is a variation
of the opening statement of the solo, reimagined in quarter note triplets. Mitchell completes the
last phrase of his solo by quoting the melody of “I Love You” in measures 29 and 30 and closes
the final two measures with a satisfying descending bebop line. The phrasing proportions are
asymmetrical in the last A section. In other examples, Mitchell divides his ideas around four and
eight-measure phrases. Still, the contrast he uses to structure his solos is still present here.
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Mitchell often recycles motivic fragments or parts of melody throughout his solos which
adds a sense of unity to his improvisations. Example 4.9 offers two examples of this: the first
being the variation of the first statement that appears in measures 25 and 26; the second is the
quote of the melody from “I Love You,” which serves to signal that the solo is coming to an end.
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CHAPTER VI
CONCLUSION
Blue Mitchell’s early musical development came from learning recordings and from
playing in R&B bands. He was a prominent figure in hard bop as the trumpet player for one of
the era’s most well-known bands. In addition to recording as a leader, he was widely used as a
sideman. Mitchell was not an innovative player, but he had a unique sound that was suited to the
time period in which he lived. Mitchell was taken too soon from cancer and had a relatively short
career, but he still produced an impressive discography.
Blue Mitchell chose to place lyricism over technicality. That is not to say that he was not
a technical master of his instrument, but that he preferred to play in a melodic way. Although he
was influenced by the musicians who surrounded him over the course of his career, his approach
never changed. Due to his limited harmonic knowledge, he used lyricism and repetition to
structure his solos.
Even though his lines are thoroughly comprised of bebop language, his improvised solos
are filled with blues and motivic ideas that can come in the form of wholly original melodic cells
or quotes. Mitchell could also use repetition in a manner that provided humor to his solos.
Mitchell rarely used any language or rhythmic content that was overly complicated. He primarily
stuck with blues and bebop vocabulary and rarely strayed from rhythms that were typical of the
post-bop era. His solos were simple and symmetrical in construction which gave them a lyrical
or song like quality. Bobby Shew discusses Mitchell’s lyrical nature in detail.
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That was the key about Blue Mitchell, because he was such a lyrical player. And
one of the reasons for that … Blue, he didn’t really read chord changes. He was
not a theory person. When he was on Horace Silver’s band, when [he] had to play
some of those tunes of Horace’s, which can be hard, you know. What Horace
used to do, [was] they’d find a piano during the day. And they’d sit in the lobby
of a hotel or someplace or in some banquet room, and Horace would play the
changes to a particular tune over and over again until Blue could hear them. And
he’d look at a chart but he didn’t read changes; I mean he just wanted to hear the
sound of the tune. So, Horace would play it numerous times to Blue until he
learned it and that’s how he’d learn to play. Towards the end I think he was
getting to where he knew a little bit more about chord changes but he was not a
person who read changes. It was the same with Chet Baker, it was the same way
with Zoot Sims, Stan Getz a lot of great players were not chord change readers.92
He used the same vocabulary as his peers but presents it to the listener in his own way,
which is why he has an identifiable style. He played what he heard in his head and preferred to
avoid reading chord changes. In performance, reading chord changes can sometimes become a
distraction to the performer and hinder them from creating musical solos. Developing your ear
and trusting in what you hear on the band stand can assist in creating a more organic
performance.
Blue Mitchell performed and recorded frequently with the best jazz musicians and he is
featured on many well-known recordings. His recording legacy continues to inspire younger
generations of jazz musicians. Blue Mitchell was a world-class performer and member of one of
the most recognizable bands in jazz history. Gisbert concludes,
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He was a musician’s musician, a trumpet player’s trumpet player. Like a super
fine wine, or rare diamond. So as a trumpet player, he played to his greatest, and
this is from me, from my listener’s standpoint, he played to his absolute greatest
within his range of ability and capabilities on the trumpet. But he went so deep
into that, so far into what is possible with his sound and time feel, all the things
that are naturally him. For example, he wasn’t going to go play a bunch of
screaming high note solos. That wasn’t him. He was just the only one that really
played like that. I can’t think of a single player that sounds like Blue Mitchell, or
like a Blue Mitchell copy, because I don’t think it’s really possible to copy
something that original. And his trumpet playing was excellent … and it was very
personal. It was truly a voice, not an instrument to be conquered. And you know
as a trumpet player, we … a lot of ourselves and a lot of our colleagues have this
aspect in us where we must conquer the trumpet, and I don’t ever get that feeling
when listening to Blue Mitchell.93
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APPENDIX A
CHORD NOMENCLATURE
!
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Maj7, Maj9, Maj13 – Major 7th chord
7, 9, 13 – Dominant 7th chord
m7, m9, m11, m13 – Minor 7th chord
7sus – Dominant 7th chord with the fourth scale degree substituting for the third
7+ or 9+ - Dominant 7th chord with an augmented fifth scale degree
7(b9) – Dominant 7th chord with a flatted ninth scale degree
7(#9) – Dominant 7th chord with a raised ninth scale degree
m7(b5) – Minor 7th chord with a diminished fifth scale degree
O7 – Fully diminished 7th chord
!
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The following selections are listed in chronological order.
Mitchell, Blue. Big 6. 1958. Riverside OJCCD-615-2, 1991.CD.
Silver, Horace. Blowin’ the Blues Away. 1959. Blue Note BLP-4017, 1959. LP.
Silver, Horace. Horace-scope. 1960. Blue Note BLP-4042, 1960. LP.
Mitchell, Blue. The Cup Bearers. 1962. Riverside RS-9439, 1963. LP.
Mitchell, Blue. The Thing To Do. 1964. Blue Note ST-84178, 1965. LP.
Mitchell, Blue. Bring It Home To Me. 1966. Blue Note BST-84228, 1967. LP.
Charles, Ray. My Kind of Jazz. 1970. Tangerine Records TRCS 1512, 1970. LP.
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